Empire Board Sale  
September 14, 2019  
Bath, NY  

Rules for participation  

Producers desiring to market calves through Empire Board Sale shall:

- Adhere to published vaccination, use of de-wormers and management protocols.
- Sale date is 9/14/19 and vaccinations including any required boosters and application of de-wormers are to be completed by 8/14/19.
- If labeled, all injections are to be administered subcutaneously utilizing Beef Quality Assurance methods.
- Sellers will certify health and feed management regarding “all natural, grass fed” or otherwise, both on the grading worksheets and “Natural and Source of Origin Affidavits,” as appropriate.
- Dehorning, castration or banding must be completed and healed at time of grading.
- Calves will be tagged with “840” tags.
- Steers will be guaranteed castrated, and heifers guaranteed open, unless offered as bred as follows: $100 refund to the buyer will be completed if calves are proven to be otherwise within 60 days of delivery.
- Bid prices will be adjusted when the average weight of any lot sold increases above the advertised weight as follows:
  - If the average weight of the entire lot offered increases by 25 to 49 pounds, the sale price will be reduced $0.04 per pound.
  - If the average weight of the entire lot offered increases by 50 pounds or more, the sale price will be reduced by $0.06
- Commission charged will be $17/head.
- For more information contact:
  - Mike Baker, Cornell Beef Extension (607) 227-6320, mjb28@cornell.edu
  - Jonathan Lubic, Empire Bath (607) 585-2032, Jonathan.Lubic@empirelivestock.com
  - Marty Layden (607) 426-6106